Appendix IX

QUESTIONNAIRE
ON
ROLE OF MICROFINANCE ON WOMEN EMPOWERMENT - A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MADHYA PRADESH AND JAMMU AND KASHMIR

I ASSURE YOU THAT I WILL USE YOUR PERSONAL DATA ONLY FOR MY RESEARCH WORK

PART A
General Information

1. NAME:- .................................................................................................................................
2. ADDRESS:- ......................................................................................................................
3. TELEPHONE/MOBILE, IF ANY:- ......................................................................................
4. AGE :- a. 18 To 30 b. 30 To 45
5. NUMBER OF CHILDREN:-
6. RELIGION:- a. Hindu b. Muslim c. Christian d. others (       )
7. CASTE:- a. General b. OBC c. SC/ST d. others (       )
8. EDUCATION QUALIFICATION:-
9. FAMILY INCOME PER ANNUM (From all sources): -
   a. Below Rs 1,00,000 b. Rs 1,00,001 to Rs 2,00,000 c. Above Rs 2,00,001 (       )
10. MARITAL STATUS:- a. Unmarried b. Married c. Widow/Separate (       )

PART B
INFORMATION REGARDING SHGs

11. NAME OF THE SHG YOU BELONG TO:- ........................................................................
12. EXPERIENCE IN SHG: - a. Less than 6 months b. More than 6 months (       )
13. FREQUENCY OF MEETING: -
14. PURPOSE OF LOAN: - ....................................................................................................
17. WHAT IS RATE OF INTEREST ON LOAN........................................................................
18. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE RATE OF INTEREST ON LOAN:-
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a. Very high  b. High c. Moderate d. Low

19. IS THERE ANY DEFAULT IN REPAYMENT: -
   (If yes, please explain the reasons) a. Yes b. No

20. BEING A SHG MEMBERs IS VERY HELPFUL: -
   a. Strong agree b. Agree b. Disagree d. No idea

21. IMPACT ON CONSUMPTION PATTERN
   a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

22. PROVIDES AND INCREASES SELF CONFIDENCE: - a. Yes b. No

22. WHO MOTIVATED YOU TO JOIN THE SHG: -
   a. Friends  b. Relatives b. Media/NGO d. Govt. officials

PART C
IMPACT ANALYSIS

23. FAMILY’s AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME: -
   (Before joining the SHG) Rs………………

24. FAMILY’s AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME: -
   (After joining the SHG) Rs………………

25. DO YOU EXPERIENCE ANY CHANGE IN GENERAL STANDARD OF LIVING AFTER JOINING SHG: -
   a. Considerable improvement b. Moderate improvement c. No change

26. HAVE YOUR SAVING INCREASE AFTER JOINING SHG: - a. Yes b. No
   a. Considerable improvement b. Moderate improvement c. No change

27. WHO TAKES THE DECISION IN YOUR FAMILY: -
   a. Yourself b. Husband c. Both

29. STATE THE SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT ATTAINED BY YOU.
   Flow of information
   a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained
   Social Status
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Got importance in family
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Got importance in community
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Better relations and more friends
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Awareness levels increased
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

30. STATE THE ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT ATTAINED BY YOU.

Increase in income
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Decision making
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Power over resources
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Employment opportunity
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Saving increase
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Family empowerment
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Improvement in personal health
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Improvement in family health
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained

Cooperation in social processes
a. Highly attained b. moderately attained c. less attained